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Connecting the Dots 225 This phrase comes up in conversation quite often. The thing about common colloquialisms is that they sometimes lose meaning, and as a result, impact.
And yet when it came to sitting down and writing my acknowledgments, Why and how this book was written and for whom
The origin of DOWE What would you say about the best and the worst jobs you ever had?
What was it about the conditions (people, behaviors, and the environment) that made it so? How did these work situations affect you, your relationships, your productivity, your life?
When you think about it, the impact of good and bad experiences at work are significant. The best situations don't just feel good À they produce great work. For an employer, multiple factors need to be in place for this to happen consistently for many people, as often as possible. The goal is to align individuals and organizations to interact in the most mutually beneficial ways. Few experience this rare ideal and even then it appears to happen accidentally before it fades away. People spend the rest of their careers looking for it again. Others might say all this sounds lofty, maybe even unrealistic. Since when do agendas line up between employees, their leaders, and the business? This hasn't stopped people from looking for it.
It is possible to increase the chances that this mythical alignment happens.
The foundation for connecting the right people in the right job in the right organization in the right environment begins with a great culture manifested in equally great experiences at work. Culture is complex and unique to every organization. It can't be "hacked" nor can it be "bootstrapped" forever. DOWE can help you figure it out.
Because of its powerful influence in day-
DOWE ORIGINS
As you will discover with DOWE, the journey is as important as the results.
In that spirit, I'd like to share with you how this book came to be. Years ago, I was fortunate enough to assemble and lead a one-of-a-kind team at a large multinational corporation. Our mission was to develop a global talent management strategy with a new approach. Inspired by the recent implementation of a design program, we were asked to experiment with a consumer product development process and apply it to talent. For the following nine months, our team was given the freedom to learn and work together as a "leaderless team" without hierarchies. We conducted extensive user research to master our understanding of employees' perceptions and needs. We selected external subject matter experts to provide stimulus. In the end, we created all the content for a multiyear strategy. Truth be told, the ideas we presented weren't all that exceptional. What gave it impact can be attributed to the strategy's relevance to the organization for which it was created.
That's because it was custom-made for this particular context.
When I saw the degree of engagement from both leadership and employees throughout the initiative, I realized something: This was a journey the organization had to take with us in order to be ready for real change. No subject matter expert or decision from above could've generated the same enthusiasm. Maybe the opportunity for people to have a say in something that impacted their own lives elicited universal ideals of freedom and liberty.
Perhaps it also triggered a phenomenon that's been called the "IKEA effect".
the greater the effort invested, the more value placed on the successful completion of one's own creation À something that could be touched and felt 
HOW THIS BOOK WAS BORN
I've led a number of projects since that first initiative À each was an opportunity to combine academic research with the refinement of DOWE as a concept and practice. It wasn't long before I realized I had to share it for the greater good. I wrote this book in the spirit of design: iteratively, in collaboration, and inspired by ideas from other places. I was never formally trained on how to write a book nor was I familiar with the publishing process.
I learned by doing, through trial and error, mistakes included. Ideas came from seemingly unrelated and surprising places. I worked in different parts of the manuscript partially and simultaneously, jumping between the big picture and the tiny details, keeping things incomplete for as long as possible. the writing of this book as a preview for what it will be like to create culture using DOWE: you'll need to be curious, learn through exploration, diverge and converge, practice flexibility, collaborate with others, empathize with multiple perspectives, apply creativity, take opportunities, be iteratively persistent, and À most importantly À trust the process. So if you choose DOWE, you will choose all the hard work that comes with it. It will seem chaotic and counterintuitive on the one hand, but also exciting and promising on the other hand. You'll feel both energized and overwhelmed. Time will feel like it's entered a vortex where things appear fast and slow at the same time. The experience will stretch you in ways you have never been stretched, but you will learn a lot and come to see its value.
USING THIS BOOK
This is not your typical business book. I ask that you dismantle your mental models and consider this text on its own merits. Three intertwined, yet distinct spaces are evident: it's part business case, part how-to, and part commentary. In the business case, I present the need for and the merits of DOWE for your consideration. In the how-to, I offer practical and actionable steps for using DOWE in practice, along with advice learned from real-life application. The third space offers perspective and ideas for your rumination. Think of it as parts of the same conversation happening at different times. I'm sure that you'll discover much on your own, and I encourage you to share it as a contribution to our collective knowledge. You'll also find fewer stories here than some other books you've read, and no chapters dedicated to specific case studies. I'm a big believer in the power of storytelling and evidence-based research. With this book, however, stories had to be carefully selected because DOWE is all about taking your own path to finding your own solutions. To discourage the temptation to simply copy what others have done, the only anecdotes used here are either applicable to all contexts and audiences or analogies to explain ideas. It is my hope that through the practice of DOWE, you will create and contribute your own narratives for sharing.
While I would be tickled to have you, the reader, so riveted that you absorb every word in these pages with enthusiasm, this book does not need to be read cover to cover. However, it is important that you get the key parts down À the overview of the concept (Chapter 2) and the how-to (Chapters 4À9). Feel free to otherwise jump around and in between as needed.
Introduction
If you've gotten this far, this book is for you. It is intended to be a resource for people and organizations using DOWE to apply innovation to culture and to guide its co-creation journey.
Regardless of your role or position, if you care about culture, need change, and are willing to work for it differently, you are invited to join me.
